Research Synopsis
Political Knowledge, Persuasion
and Campaign Rhetoric1
Research suggests that many Americans are ill‐informed about politics and that, as the costs of
gathering political information increase, political knowledge decreases. Research has also
shown that a lower level of political knowledge generally increases one’s susceptibility to
persuasion from negative advertising and emotional appeals as part of campaign rhetoric.
QUESTIONS Given these initial conclusions, what factors influence levels of political knowledge
among the electorate? And how is campaign rhetoric influenced by politicians’ awareness of
variation in the electorate’s political knowledge?
SEEKING ANSWERS Anthony Downs, writing in the 1950s, suggested that the costs to a voter of
acquiring political information influences political knowledge, which in turn affects politicians’
campaign behavior. These costs may take the form of money, time, or effort.
However, recent research shows each voter’s experience of information costs, information‐
gathering, and political knowledge are influenced by at least three things:
1. an array of individual‐level factors (such as age, gender, level of education, expressing
interest in public affairs, having parents who are more knowledgeable about politics,
identifying with a political party and taking a political science course),2
2. the number of races on which voters are expected to vote at the same time (with more
than three simultaneous races being detrimental), and3
3. specific characteristics of the U.S. media system that affect the availability and quality of
information (widely available “hard news” content is more conducive to political
knowledge, but the U.S. media system emphasizes entertainment, especially in prime
time hours).4
Unfortunately, decreasing the costs of gathering political information by making it widely accessible
through digital media in addition to traditional news sources will not increase average
political knowledge in the United States if most Americans continue to prefer entertainment
to political news, and if, as a comparison with countries like Denmark and Finland with public‐
service oriented media systems suggests,5 it is relatively easy for Americans to avoid news in favor
of entertainment.
Political knowledge among the electorate remains low. As such:
•
•
•

Voting research shows that a majority of American voters rely on such “shortcut”
informational cues as party affiliation, candidate ideology, interest‐group endorsement of
candidates, and candidate likeability to make voting decisions.6
Further, research has found that people who rely more on such cues to make their voting
decisions are more open to political persuasion than are their more politically
knowledgeable peers.7
Researchers in a 2004 study found that, among those who were ill‐informed about politics,
mudslinging campaigns involving “smear tactics, relentless attacks, deceptive messages [or]
unwarranted or unconscionable criticisms” adversely affected evaluation of both
incumbents and challengers. The politically knowledgeable remained unaffected by
campaign mudslinging.8
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•

A 1997 study found that those with less political awareness were more readily persuaded
by “easy” arguments against policy proposals (with easy arguments being those concluding
that a policy would have bad effects without explaining how or why it would do so).9

In short, the politically knowledgeable may be better able to resist the impact of “easy” arguments,
and better able to resist the persuasive power of mudslinging, and of emotional appeals.
IMPLICATIONS Unfortunately, political candidates may find the use of negative campaign
tactics and personal attacks on opposing candidates more acceptable if they think that their
constituency is politically uninformed.10 A 2007 nationwide study surveyed almost 3,000
political candidates running for office at all levels of government between 1996 and 1998.
Candidates were more likely to find the use of negative campaigning – including push polls,
focusing on opponents’ negative characteristics, making statements of fact out of context, and
negative advertisements, as well as of personal attacks based on such behaviors as infidelity,
previously unpublicized homosexuality, and youthful illegal drug use – to be acceptable if the
candidates believed that the electorate was poorly informed about politics.11
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